
Brough Park Running Club weekly event. (18/03/2017) 
Once again it was a case of the juniors taking over the Brough Park Running Club event; with a one-two in 
the 5K and almost a clean sweep in the 2.2K.  
It was two thirteen year olds that were out to impress; Harry Bond setting the pace in front of Jack Bray, with 
Harry claiming a PB of eight seconds and Jack just failing by two seconds to better his with a time of 22.10, 
against Harry’s 21.15. It wasn’t as though senior, Isaac Elkington was going to be left out as he bettered the PB 
he set two weeks ago by seventeen second in 22.41. If Paul Goldstraw had run ten second slower than last 
week’s effort he would have been in line for the prize of predicting the finish time, however, he ran sixteen 
seconds faster in 23.51 with that prize going to Martin Pigott who finished in a slightly faster 23.39 than his 
last outing and only six seconds ahead of his prediction. 
Perhaps it was the ever-increasing distance between Karl Birch and the runner in front that resulted in his 
slower time, whereas, Tony Williamson was more than pleased with his 26.32 time following a ten week 
absence, and post piste, sledging-accident return. A hard week repairing bashed cars or the five mile bike ride 
to and from work may have resulted in a slower 27.01 for John Lagan, which was thirty seconds adrift of his 
last week’s record time.  
Another youngster, Ethan Ollier (12), eased his way back around the route some six minutes off his best after 
a thirteen week absence, a stride ahead of the 29.26 time of Matthew Hales, who along with: Bill Mould, 
Wendy Lee, Jan Percival, Claire Williamson and Dawn Brown, were a little off their best; Sarah Garde 
followed the correct route this week which led to an improvement of over two and a half minutes in 34.54. 
After escorting Laurie (5) to the finish straight of the 2.2K, in which he claimed a 15.27 finish, more than two 
minutes improvement on the last outing, Dave Hinton went on to complete the 3.6K with a PB of over two 
and a half minutes, in 22.29; followed by the debutant times of 25.12 and 27.50 for Becky Seeploy and Elaine 
Hargreaves.  
Jordan Ash (12) headed a string of SMAC juniors in the 2.2K with a seven second improvement on his last 
week’s time, however, Sienna Phillips dropped back from her best by over half a minute; finishing in 9.38 and 
10.00 respectively with Luke Hopkinson also falling back and was a minute behind.  
Edward Dodd (7) and James Burgess (6) continued their tussle with another sprint finish, which was even 
closer than previous as the times couldn’t be split at 11.40; with Edward bettering his last week’s PB by twelve 
seconds and James gaining eight seconds on his long standing PB; in their last two events they were only two 
seconds apart. 
Eden Pigott (7) floated around in a slower than usual 12.30, before Richard Dodd left son William (5) in his 
wake to finish with a fourth PB in a row, this time a whole second chipped off in 13.10 and the youngster three 
seconds behind – perhaps the latter slowed to be nearer his winning ‘guess my finish time’ of 13.17. Joshua 
Eames bettered his last week’s time by over two minutes in 14.42 and Esme Hopkinson (8) drifted back by 
over half a minute to 16.02. 
 
Thanks to time recorder: Rachel Massy and Sam Goldstraw, with Daisy Williamson providing much needed 
marshal duties. 
B. (An ear to the ground and an eye on the times) 
 


